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As House Republicans bring the country to the brink of another government shutdown, surveys
and focus groups from Navigator Research over the past several months reveal a clear roadmap
for how progressives need to communicate in this moment. Legislative fights over government
spending have manifested in moments like the current potential shutdown or earlier this year
over a potential default on our debt, but it is important to remember these are flashpoints
where Democrats and progressives can and should be emboldened to argue against spending
cuts that could hurt tens of millions of middle-class and working-class Americans.

The public is largely disinterested in process fights and legislative minutia, and when they are
subject to being focused on procedural ins-and-outs, most tune out and simply blame both
parties for “failing to compromise.” Yet, there is consistency in the values that Americans want
when it comes to their expectations of government and spending priorities, and it is essential
for Democrats and progressives to meet Americans—constantly and consistently—in these
moments where they are.

This memo outlines three guiding, data-driven principles that Democrats and progressives
should keep in mind when communicating not just about the looming government shutdown
and appropriations bills, but future legislative fights like extending the Trump tax cuts or any
other false choice posed by Republicans between funding important public programs and
cutting government spending.
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First, the public wants more—not less—public investment in programs like Social Security,
Medicare, education, veterans’ benefits, and many more. In our early September research, at
least three in four Americans opposed a variety of proposed cuts by Republicans in order to
pass government spending bills for the next fiscal year, including cuts to Social Security (net
-63; 14 percent support – 77 percent oppose), nutrition assistance (net -61; 15 percent support
– 76 percent oppose), investments in life-saving medical research (net -61; 14 percent support
– 75 percent oppose), funding for safe and clean drinking water (net -59; 16 percent support –
75 percent oppose), and cuts to K-12 education (net -58; 17 percent support – 75 percent
oppose). Similarly, amid the debate over whether to raise the debt ceiling, a Navigator survey
in early June found that majorities of Americans believe the government currently spends too
little on virtually every program tested, including veterans’ benefits (70 percent too little),
helping people afford the basics (68 percent), retirement programs like Social Security and
Medicare (64 percent), reducing child poverty (64 percent), K-12 public education (58 percent),
and health care, including Medicaid and Obamacare (52 percent).

Recent focus groups conducted in mid-September among independents and soft Democrats in
Michigan (Detroit), Pennsylvania (Pittsburgh), and Nebraska (Omaha) on a potential
government shutdown mirrored these findings. Many of the specific cuts being proposed by
Republicans in Congress riled up fear and frustration, with one Michigan woman encapsulating
the general sentiment as: “It's shocking. These, of all the areas that you can cut, this is the area
that you would choose to cut? It's shocking, and it's ignorant because a lot of these social
safety nets actually cost a lot less money than the alternative. If we don't feed children, they're
going to enter the system. The system is expensive, and it's broken. If we don't house families
and they're homeless, it costs a lot more money to get people out of homelessness than it
does to just help keep them in homes. I can't even believe that they would be able to
campaign on these talking points, cutting money for people. It's shocking.”
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Second, arguments that put the impacts on people front-and-center will always be more
effective than arguments about process. In our early September survey, the strongest
messaging pushback to Republicans’ argument that we need to shut the government down
because government spending is out of control was an argument that“Democrats want to
increase, not decrease, public investment in veterans’ benefits, health care, child care, and
education,” which bested the conservative argument by an 18-point margin (59 percent
progressive argument – 41 percent conservative argument), including by a 22-point margin
among independents (61 percent progressive argument – 39 percent conservative argument).

But in that same survey, the argument that “Republicans… [are] going back on their bipartisan
spending agreements from earlier this year just to score political points at Americans’ expense”
just narrowly won over a conservative argument that government spending is out of control
(net +8, 54 percent progressive argument – 46 percent conservative argument, including a
50-50 tie among independents). Similarly, a Navigator survey from February of this year found
Americans were supportive of raising the debt ceiling by a two-to-one margin when given the
context that “it could delay Social Security and Medicare payments and veterans’ benefits” (net
+29; 60 percent support – 31 percent oppose), compared to a much narrower 11-point margin
when just arguing that “this limit has been raised almost 80 times in the last 60 years” (net +11;
50 percent support – 39 percent oppose).
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Third, Americans have a clear preference for raising taxes on the wealthiest Americans and big
corporations over spending cuts. By a 75-point margin in a June Navigator national survey, the
public overall said that they were more supportive of “raising taxes on the rich and big
corporations, including closing tax loopholes, and using that extra money to pay our bills” (82
percent) over just 7 percent who said they preferred “cutting programs like Social Security and
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Medicare and using that extra money to pay our bills.” Moreover, in competitive House
districts, a July battleground survey found that by a 49-point margin, voters favor raising taxes
on billionaires and big corporations (73 percent support – 24 percent oppose).

In the June national survey, at least three in five Americans found that cuts proposed by
Republicans in Congress to cut programs like Medicaid, K-12 education funding and food
stamps, programs for working families, and investments in clean energy were all concerning;
however, every single cut tested became significantly more concerning when paired with
arguments that those cuts would be used to give more tax breaks to the wealthy and
corporations in the oil, insurance, and drug industries.
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